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LEAN INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION NETWORK

Optimize lnventory across the Supply Chain
with Multi-Tier Visibility, Collaboration, and Lean Methodologies
Today's high tech companies face increasing challenges in optimizing their operations,
especially as they outsource more of their manufacturing. Optimization requires reduc-

tions in time delays, unnecessary materials, and unnecessary inventory carrying costs.
As high tech OEMs outsource more manufacturing operations, they find themselves

coping with multiple trading partners who may all use different

ERP

systems to keep

track of data. As a result, some 6oolo of these OEMs still rely on complex spreadsheets to
track inventory and other key data, making it difficult to accurately estimate the inventory
levels required to deliver product to customers on time.
Challenges exist in obtaining accurate real-time data throughout the supply chain. The
OEM has difficulty obtaining inventory visibility at its contract manufacturers. The manu-

facturers can't adequately assess inventory levels at component suppliers. The suppliers,
meanwhile, can't see upstream to predict demand from the OEM and the manufacturers.
Without access to all that information, the OEM can't predict which monufacturer can
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Reduced inventory liability
lncreased visibility
Unified demand view

lmproved on time delivery (OTD)
lmproved service levels up to
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Optimized statistical inventory size (Sl5)
lmproved margins

Key Capabilities
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Multi-tiervisibility
Real

time decision making

Collaboration with partners and

complete its order on time.
cuStomers
Serus'Lean lnventory Optimization Network applications suite (LION), a module of Serus'

lntelligent Operations I\4anagement Solution, addresses these challenges in a holistic way.
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Complianceenforcement
Executive Dashboard with charts & KPls

with drill down to supporting details

.

Configurable alerts with drill down to
supporting details, enables management
by exception
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Reduced Liability
Unified Demard View

*

lmproved OTD
lmproved Margins

Data Aggregation from
Various Sources

5et ROP Thresholds

Historical/Consumption Data

"Whatlf"kenarios

Statistica I Forecasting
Forecast Smoothing

5uppliers

EMS/ODM/CM

Optimize 5lS

lncreased Visibility
Redu.ed lnventory Cost

Trigger"Buy" Signals
Optimize
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Business rules configuration

Role-based data visibility

"What-lf" scenarios
Configurable user interface

Flexible Solution that Works
in Your Environment
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lntegrates with your existing environment
Rapid deployment to production

Variety of hosting options
Highly collaborative
Managed services
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"Serus' lntelligent Operations Management

The Serus Lean lnventory Optimization Network (LION)
The Serus LION solution provides much-needed visibility for OEMs, contract manufactur-

solution enables Avnet to collaborate with

ers and component suppliers. The information integration technology built into the Serus

both contract manufacturers and the 0EMs in
coordinating inventory management in sync

platform - when configured to connect systems at the OEM, manufacturer, and supplier
- provides much-needed visibility into two key forms of collaboration:

with the aggregated demand of the entire

.

supply chain.
Productivity improvement has been amazing."

from the OEM and contract manufacturer, and

.

Supply collaboration, enabling the OEM to assess supply capabilities of its contract
manufacturers and component suppliers.

Barbara Paulsen

Marketing Dire(tor of Globa! Business Management, Avnet EIectrcnics

Demand collaboration, allowing component suppliers visibility into expected demand

Serus'LION solution also analyzes customer service levels and lead times to accurately
assess

optimal inventory levels, reorder points (ROPs), and statistical inventory size

(SlS)

levels. LION uses FlowVision's proprietary, industry-leading lean manufacturing algorithms

to compute ROP and

SIS

values. LION can also automatically trigger a buy signal sent to

component suppliers, who can accurately determine when they need to ship components

to manufacturers.
Five software modules make up Serus'LION solution:
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Demand Aggregation

.

Aggregates demand data from a variety ofsources, such as forecasting tools, ERP
systems,

Demand Aggregation Benefits
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Unified demand view
Reduced inventory liability
Reduced time to volume

a

nd spreadsheets

Aggregates consumption data from older revisions to the current revision
Aggregates demand data from different customer part numbers to a single internal part

number

.
.

Uses Serus'Part

Mapping feature to aggregate the demand data

Performs "what-if" analysis based on the multiple algorithms available. picks the

"best-fit," and shares it with planners inside or outside of the organization

.
.

Smooths demand data using industry-standard statistical algorithms
Calculates a A4aster Production Schedule (MPS) based on historical consumption data,

and predicts this schedule's accuracy

-

Allows planners to create a baseline forecast and compare with the current forecast
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LEAN INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION NETWORK

Lean Planning

.

Accurately drives ROP and 515 levels using business rules based on proprietary, industryleading lean methodology algorithms

.

Allows decision makers to create multiple inventory-sizing rules to address different
business needs

.
.

Lean Planning Benefits

Recommends optimum ROP thresholds to improve service levels
Performs "what-if" simulations for a project or region "on the fly" after planners change
key parameters such as demand, CT2R. SIS or service levels; then evaluates results

before establishing reorder point thresholds

.
.

Submits ROP &

515

values to ERP systems

.
.
.
.

Reduced inventory

lmproved on-time delivery
lmproved service levels
Optimized 5lS

Configures workflow-based approvals for ROP values

Automatically writes back the ROP &

SIS

values to the ERP systems
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Decision Center

.

Presents all key data

-

such as ROPs, SlSs, consumption patterns, and forecasts

-

in one

central "dashboard"

.

Role-based data visibility ensures the rightinformation is visible to the nght people in

the flglht context

.

Enables users to rapidly identify exceptions, which are displayed on an intuitive user

.

Enables collaboration with customers or suppliers to review data, capture comments

and finalize

.
.

ROP & 5lS

values

Recommends ROP values based on the sizing rule settings in the Lean Planning module
Permits users to manually override the ROP and Sl5 values after they compare ROP
values resulting from different sizing rules

.
.

Decision Center Benefi ts

.

interface with highly configurable chart and table views

Provides ROP cost analyses

Automatically writes back the ROP & SIS values to the

ERP

systems

Collaborative decision making with
customers or suppliers

.
.

Efficient exception handling
Role-based data visibility
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LEAN INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION NETWORT

Lean

.

Triggering

AIarms users that parts need to be procured to meet the ROP levels defined in the Lean
Planning settings

.

Recommends trigger quantities by comparing the on-hand, open purchase order

quantities against the ROP levels, and by considering minimum order quantity (MOQ)
and minimum packing quantity (MPQ) values

.
.
.

Overrides the recommended trigger quantities upon planners'commands

lmproved service levels
Faster response to demand changes
Seamless hand

offto

ERP

systems

Submits trigger quantities to ERP systems daily, if desired

Automatically writes back trigger quantities to

ERP

systems

BzB Hub Benefits

BzB Hub

.
.
.
.

Lean Triggering Benefits

.
.
.

Connects to all major corporate systems, such as

ERP, CRM, SCM

and

.

PLfi4

in-house-developed corporate systems

Supports both automated and ad-hoc data uploading into Serus' LION

.

lntelligently uploads data for optimal performance

Automated data upload and writeback to
corporate systems

Supports automated writebacks to corporate systems

.

Your Serus Account Executive

Connects to all major, proprietary, and

Knowledge-based data uploads

will be happy to explain further why these capabilities are

benefits make Serus your optimal choice when managing inventory across your value
chain. Call us today.

"Serus organizes underlying data from multiple
sourcas and puts it ;n context where you

can monitor dispersed operations, quickly

perform analysis, and take action."
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